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Hie Goliath unloader cuts feeding
... rugged cutter daws cut through

time

NE MOTOR NOT THREE TOUGH CONVEYOR MAIN
Unioaders are powered by just one 7*/a horse-
power motor.

IE TED Mi NTR 1.
All controls and electrical components are pro-
tected from the weather. Complete motor over-
load protection is built in.

IN PRIVI

P-
Cutter chain links are built to withstand tensions
up to 37,500 pounds. EXTRA-STRON ENTER
RR

2V2 YEARS “FULL” WARRANTY ON CONVEYOR
AND CUTTER CHAINS.*

(• Does notinclude boft*. nut* paddle* or cutt*r teeth)

You con move the Goliath unloader from one
Harvestore forage structure
to another of the same diameter.

The Goliath unloader is factory assembled. This means it can
easily be fitted into Harvestore structures. Whenever service
is required it can be easily done at ground level. The unloader
stays on the ground, and you do too. lr
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The entire unloader can also beremoved from one structure

and put into another forage structure of the same
diameter...even when both structures are full.

LOW COST LEASING AVAILABLE
Support dollynot supplied

PENN-JERSEY HARVESTORE SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. BOX 7

NEW HOLLAND, PA 17557 PH: 717-354-4051
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GOLIATHCHAIN-TYPE UNLOADER
Here's a big-tonnage bottom unloader that cuts through even the toughest feed
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This Goliath bottom unloader is head
shoulders above others. It can ham
rugged jobs with speed and power.

required, it can be done easily at ground
level. There’s no climbing or crawling into a
tunnel. You can feed and fill at the same
time with a Goliath unloader. The first
forage in is the first forage out.

the toughest feeds for fast delivery.

Manufactured to withstand continuous operation
at all speeds.

The heavy duty two-speed transmission assures
easy start up and rapid delivery.

The base casting will withstand shock loads of
up to 65,000 pounds per square inch.
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